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TITLE:

Optimum position of a.c. temperature probe.

REASON:

To prevent evaporator icing and optimise a.c. performance.
The temperature probe for the a.c. system needs to be positioned at the coldest part of the
evaporator, or the false signal provided may allow ice formation on the evaporator core, resulting
in restricted airﬂow to the cabin.
In May 2004 (approx.) the heater/a.c. unit was revised to re-route the a.c. temperature probe
(thermistor) from being inserted from the air inlet side, to being bracket mounted on the air exit
side of the evaporator. The design of the bracket was subsequently changed to improve probe
position.
Introduction (all VINs approx.)

ACTION:

Rerouting of a.c. probe:

Non-USA Elise:
Exige:
USA Elise:

'04 M.Y. VIN serial no. 1948
'04 M.Y. VIN serial no. 1957
'05 M.Y. VIN serial no. 0001

Optimised positioning of probe:

Elise 5-speed:
Elise 6-speed:
Exige:
USA Elise:

'05 M.Y. VIN serial no. 0666
'05 M.Y. VIN serial no. 0681
'05 M.Y. VIN serial no. 0653
'05 M.Y. VIN serial no. 0659

If a complaint of intermittent or poor a.c. performance on is received on any car in the above VIN
range, and diagnostic procedures indicate correct refrigerant charging and system operation, carry
out the following check/rework procedure:

1.

Set the heater control to full cold (to position temperature ﬂap for access).

2.

Use the alarm transmitter fob to mobilise the car, and disconnect the vehicle battery whilst still
mobilised (alarm LED extinguished).

3.

Remove the passenger side front body access panel.

4.

Release the two retaining screws and cable tie and move the wiper motor cover with fusebox
aside.

5.

Remove or move aside the trunking between the heater housing and air distribution chamber.

6.

From within the heater aperture thus revealed, examine the position of the a.c. temperature probe.
The optimum position is in the centre of the second from top row of evaporator ﬁns, with the tip of
the probe just touching the ﬁns.
Two types of bracket have been used to route the probe capillary line, with the description relating
to the distance from the top of the evaporator:
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50mm bracket (latest type): Check that the tip of the probe is in contact with the evaporator ﬁnning.
If not, carefully bend until this is achieved.
50mm type
Probe mounting
bracket

Probe correctly
positoned

Thermostat

p114a

80mm bracket (earlier type): Cut the two cable ties securing the probe to the bracket, taking care
to retrieve the remnants. Carefully move the probe from under the bracket, gently bending the
capillary line away from the evaporator surface and positioning the tip towards the matrix lateral
centreline, and in contact with the second from top row of ﬁns.
80mm type original position

80mm type after modiﬁcation

Cut tie wraps

p114b

Position probe tip

p114c

Both bracket types: Ensure that where the capillary line exits the top of the heater casing, it lies
ﬂat against the casing. Otherwise, inadvertently disturbing this section during re-assembly or other
operations may cause the probe tip position to be disturbed.
7.

Reﬁt air trunking and wiper motor cover/fusebox.

CHARGES: Warranty claims for 0.5 hr/car may be submitted quoting Operation Code 18.01.01 - 07, 'A' code
50, 'B' code 40. Please quote bulletin number in the text remarks section.
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